Healthcare

Solution Summary
OnBase Integration for Cerner

Create a true enterprise solution
with ECM and Cerner
Access to timely and accurate information is critical to patient care. But if your organization
relies on an electronic medical record (EMR) as the sole repository for patient information, vital
content could be missing. Hunting down this information is not only time-consuming, but it
also increases the risk of clinicians treating patients without the full picture.
Integrating your existing Cerner PowerChart EMR with the OnBase enterprise content
management (ECM) solution helps eliminate that risk. OnBase allows you to store that
unstructured content – like faxes, hand-written notes and digital photos – and seamlessly
link it to the EMR. That way, clinicians and staff have the information they need right when
they need it.
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• Connects your IT investments and
extends their value
• Automates and improves processes
throughout the organization
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The Payoff
• Provides clinicians and staff with a
complete patient record

Complete the patient record
Throughout the continuum of care, OnBase
works in conjunction with your Cerner
EMR to ensure a complete electronic
record. At every phase – from scheduling
to the patient visit and beyond – staff and
clinicians have fingertip access to the
information they need to deliver superior
care and service.
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Challenges
• The EMR is missing up to 25 percent
of the patient record
• Switching between disparate
applications wastes time and money
• Manual processes lengthen the time
it takes to complete tasks

Fill the gaps in the patient record
Nearly 25 percent of the patient record consists of unstructured content like surgical
videos, digital photos and paper forms. Because the EMR doesn’t inherently capture
this information, clinicians and staff face the challenge of hunting it down in storage
rooms, file cabinets, clinical devices and other applications. Even worse, this creates the
possibility of treating a patient without the complete picture in mind.
Combined with Cerner PowerChart®, OnBase helps gather that unstructured content
and makes it easily retrievable, enabling clinicians to find it right when needed. And
because OnBase integrates completely with Cerner PowerChart, staff can continue
working within the EMR – an environment they already know and understand.
Connect all of your existing systems to enhance every department
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The EMR represents the heart of your healthcare IT system, but organizations often rely on
several other smaller systems as well. Unfortunately, navigating through all those disparate
systems to complete tasks wastes staff time and creates opportunities for error.
Flexible integration options – such as an API approach and HL7 – allow OnBase to unify
every system in your organization. And best-practice implementation methodology from
more than 1,400 lifetime healthcare customers ensures an ECM solution that aligns
precisely with your needs. No more time spent switching among systems, no more
redundant, error-prone steps. OnBase helps you take full advantage of your existing IT
investments while extending their value.
Streamline processes throughout the entire organization
Mismanaged content affects more than just clinical care. It also delays administrative
processes and slows the revenue cycle. Without easy access to content like insurance
cards, driver’s licenses and EOBs, staff works less efficiently, delaying billing processes and
causing holdups in answering patient inquiries. In order to improve efficiency throughout
your organization, you need a solution that touches every department.
OnBase, a true enterprise solution, goes beyond simply scanning paper and retrieving
images. Its document retention and records management solutions help you manage and
enforce retention policies. Secure, HIPAA-compliant storage and role-based access aid in
maintaining compliance with regulatory initiatives. Physicians view and sign documentation
from their homes and offices. User-friendly workflows allow you to proactively direct
information to the appropriate staff.
At every phase of patient care and service, the OnBase Integration for Cerner provides
clinicians and staff with fingertip access to content, clinical and otherwise, normally
outside the EMR and other core HIT applications. With OnBase, your organization will not
only complete the patient record, but also eliminate reimbursement delays and enhance
processes from admittance to billing.
Learn more at Hyland.com/Healthcare
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